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Abstract
Let N D f1; : : : ; ng. Which subsets Q of N N have the property that whenever aij for
.i; j/ 2 Q form a “partial inverse M-matrix” (i.e., aij > 0 and if L L  Q, then the inverse
of faij V i; j 2 Lg is an M-matrix), aij can be defined for .i; j/ =2 Q so that the inverse of
A D Taij U is an M-matrix? In terms of a digraph G with vertex set N and arcs .i; j/ 2 Q with
i =D j , our results say (1) it is necessary that the induced subdigraph of any alternate path to
an arc be a clique, (2) a cycle C need not be contained in a clique if .i; i/ =2 Q for at least one
vertex i of C, (3) when n D 4, it is necessary and sufficient that condition (1) is true and every
simple cycle has a vertex i with .i; i/ =2 Q, and (4) the general question can be reduced to the
case in which G is strongly connected, much as it has been when Q contains .i; i/ for every
i 2 N . © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A partial matrix is a matrix in which some entries are specified and others are not.
A pattern for n n matrices is a subset of f1; : : : ; ng  f1; : : : ; ng. A partial matrix
specifies the pattern if its specified entries are exactly those listed in the pattern. Note
that in this paper, a pattern does not need to include all .i; i/, i.e., a partial matrix need
not specify all diagonal entries. Many “completion” problems for matrix patterns ask
which patterns have the property that for any partial matrix of a desired type T that
specifies the pattern, the unspecified entries can be chosen so as to obtain a matrix
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of type T. We say such patterns have T-completion. Such completion problems have
been studied for positive definite matrices [3], M-matrices [6], inverse M-matrices
[5,10], and P-matrices [2,9].
When T is the class of positive definite matrices, M-matrices, or P-matrices, we
can reduce this problem to the study of patterns that contain all diagonal positions,
with the result that a pattern has T-completion if and only if the principal subpattern
determined by the diagonal positions in the pattern has T-completion [2,3,6].
This reduction does not work for partial inverse M-matrices, and previous work
on inverse M-matrices [5,10] assumes that a pattern includes the diagonal. In this
paper, a pattern that includes all diagonal positions will be called an S-pattern, so
called because every vertex is marked S in its marked directed graph (cf. Definition
1.1).
Definitions of the terms M-matrix, inverse M-matrix, partial inverse M-matrix,
principal subpattern, graph, and graph terminology can be found in [5, 1.2,1.4–1.7].
Definition 1.1. A directed graph (digraph) G is a finite nonempty set V .G/ of pos-
itive integers (called vertices) and a (possibly empty) set E.G/ of ordered pairs of
distinct vertices (called arcs). A marked directed graph (mardigraph) is a digraph
with each vertex marked S or U (specified or unspecified). The unmarked digraph
of a mardigraph is obtained by ignoring the marks. The mardigraph of a pattern for
n n matrices has as vertices 1; : : : ; n and as arcs the ordered pairs .i; j/ such that
.i; j/ is in the pattern and i =D j , with each vertex i marked as S or U according as
.i; i/ is in the pattern or not.
When diagramming the mardigraph, a specified vertex will be indicated by a sol-
id black dot ( ) and an unspecified vertex will be indicated by a hollow circle
( ) (cf. Fig. 1). When describing a set of mardigraphs, a vertex that may be
either specified or unspecified is diagrammed as ( ) (cf. Fig. 4). A double
line in a mardigraph diagram indicates that both arcs are present (cf. Fig. 2).
Example 1.2. The 3 3 pattern Q D f.1; 1/; .1; 2/; .2; 2/; .2; 3/; .3; 1/g may be
written loosely as
2
4
q11 q12 ?
? q22 q23
q31 ? ?
3
5 :
The mardigraph of Q is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. A mardigraph.
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A partial matrix that specifies a pattern is also referred to as specifying the mard-
igraph of the pattern. If a pattern has inverse M-completion (i.e., if every partial
inverse M-matrix specifying the pattern can be completed to an inverse M-matrix),
then its mardigraph is also referred to as having inverse M-completion.
If a pattern has inverse M-completion, then so does every pattern that is permu-
tation similar to it. Two patterns for n n matrices are permutation similar if and
only if the mardigraph of one can be obtained from that of the other by renaming
the vertices. So renaming the vertices of a mardigraph does not affect whether it has
inverse M-completion.
Definition 1.3. A mardigraph F is a submardigraph of the mardigraph G if the vertex
and arc sets of F are, respectively, subsets of the vertex and arc sets of G, and each
vertex of F has the same mark as in G. If T  V .G/, the submardigraph induced by
T, hT i, is the mardigraph that has T as its vertex set (with marks from G) and has as
its arcs all the arcs of G between the vertices in T. In case the subset is V .G/− fvg
(i.e., all the vertices of G except vertex v), hV .G/− fvgi is also denoted G− v.
If Z  E.G/, the submardigraph induced by Z, hZi, is the submardigraph in-
duced by the vertices of Z. hZi and hT i are also called induced submardigraphs.
Lemma 1.4. If a mardigraph has inverse M-completion, then so do all of its induced
submardigraphs.
Proof. Let Q be a pattern for nn matrices, G be its mardigraph, and T f1; : : : ; ng.
The induced submardigraph hT i is the mardigraph of the principal subpattern R
defined by T. Since R inherits inverse M-completion from Q [5], hT i has inverse
M-completion. 
The terms order, symmetric, path, length, cycle, semicycle, chord, acyclic,
strongly connected, and transitive are defined as in [5,1.10], ignoring any marking
of the vertices.
Definition 1.5. A digraph is called a clique if it contains all possible arcs between
its vertices. A mardigraph is called a clique if its unmarked digraph is a clique and
every vertex is marked as specified.
Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c) illustrate, respectively, a mardigraph whose unmarked di-
graph is not a clique, a mardigraph that is not a clique whose unmarked digraph is a
clique, and a mardigraph that is a clique.
Fig. 2.
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We reserve the term block-clique for symmetric S-patterns, and define it as in
[10].
Definition 1.6. The underlying graph of a mardigraph G has the same vertices as G
and edges fi; j g such that .i; j/ or .j; i/ is an arc of G. Then fi; j g and arc .i; j/ or
.j; i/ of G are said to correspond. Vertices i and j of a graph are adjacent if fi; j g is an
edge of the graph; vertices i and j of a mardigraph are adjacent if they are adjacent
in the underlying graph. A graph is connected if it has an (undirected) path from
any vertex to any other vertex. A mardigraph is connected if its underlying graph is
connected. A component of a mardigraph is a maximal connected submardigraph. A
graph is a tree if it is connected and does not contain any cycles.
2. Alternate paths and block triangular patterns
Recall that a main result of [5] was that an S-pattern has inverse M-completion
if and only if its pattern-digraph (D the unmarked digraph of its mardigraph) is
path/cycle-clique, i.e., (a) the induced subdigraph of any alternate path to a single
arc is a clique and (b) the induced subdigraph of any cycle is a clique. For more
general patterns condition (a) remains necessary; however condition (b) is no longer
necessary, as Example 3.1 below shows. In this section, we examine the alternate
path condition.
Definition 2.1. In a mardigraph G, an alternate path to a single arc is a path
.i1; i2/; .i2; i3/; : : : ; .ik−1; ik/ with k > 3, such that .i1; ik/ is an arc of G. The mark-
ings play no role here.
Recall that the nonzero-digraph of a matrix A is the digraph having vertices
1; : : : ; n and arcs the .i; j/, where i =D j and aij =D 0. The nonzero-digraph of any
inverse M-matrix is transitive (cf. [11] and [5, 1.13]).
Definition 2.2. A mardigraph (respectively, digraph) is called path-clique if the in-
duced submardigraph (respectively, subdigraph) of any alternate path to a single arc
is a clique.
Theorem 2.3. A mardigraph having inverse M-completion is path-clique.
Proof. Suppose G is a mardigraph that contains an alternate path to a single arc,
whose induced submardigraph is not a clique, and let C be a path of minimal length
among such alternate paths. By renaming vertices if necessary, assume
C D .1; 2/; .2; 3/; : : : ; .k − 1; k/ with k > 2 (note .1; k/ is also an arc of G). Let
F D hf1; : : : ; kgi.
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If k D 3, or k > 3 and F has no chords .i; j/ of the semicycle Z D C; .1; k/ with
i < j , define a k  k partial matrix B D Tbij V .i; j/ is an arc of F, or j D i and
vertex i is specified] by bij D 1 if j D i C 1 or j D i and vertex i is specified, and
bij D 0 otherwise (for .i; j/ 2 F ). Note b1k D 0. Since all chords .i; j/ with i < j
are missing (or k D 3 and F is not a clique), the only completely specified principal
submatrices are 2 2 or smaller, and, being upper triangular, these are inverse M-
matrices. Therefore, B is a partial inverse M-matrix. But B cannot be completed
to an inverse M-matrix because the nonzero-digraph of any completion of B is not
transitive, since b1k D 0. So F does not have inverse M-completion.
Now suppose k > 3 and F has the chord .i; j/ of Z with i < j . Then i C 1 < j .
So .1; 2/; : : : ; .i − 1; i/; .i; j/; .j; j C 1/; : : : ; .k − 1; k/ is a shorter alternate path
to .1; k/, and hence its induced submardigraph must be a clique (and be contained
in F). Since .i; j/ =D .1; k/, the path .i; i C 1/; : : : ; .j − 1; j/ is a shorter alternate
path to .i; j/, and so the submardigraph induced by the vertices fi; i C 1; : : : ; j g
is also a clique. Thus F contains .k; 1/ and the opposite of every arc in C and all
vertices are specified. Then any chord .u; v/ of Z with u < v (respectively, v < u) is
an arc of a shorter alternate path to .1; k/ (respectively, .k; 1/), and so any chord of Z
must be in a clique and thus have its opposite arc present in F. Thus F is symmetric
with all vertices specified. Since F is the induced submardigraph of the semicycle
C, (1; k) and F is not a clique, F is not block-clique. Thus, F does not have inverse
M-completion [10].
In either case, G does not have inverse M-completion because F does not, by
Lemma 1.4. 
Just as in the case of S-patterns, it is useful to study the triangular block structure
of a pattern. The definitions of lower triangular, block structure, reducible, irre-
ducible, block-lower-triangular, and triangular block structure that were given for
S-patterns [5, 1.14,1.17–1.19,1.21] extend in the obvious way to more general pat-
terns. The definition of the pattern-digraph of the block structure of a pattern remains
the same as [5, 3.3], i.e., we do not distinguish diagonal positions that are contained
in the pattern from those that are not. Note that in graph theory the pattern-digraph
of the block structure is called the condensation of the pattern-digraph.
The proof of the next lemma is essentially the same as Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5
of [5].
Lemma 2.4. Let Q be a block-lower-triangular pattern with irreducible diagonal
blocks, such that its mardigraph G is path-clique. Then:
(a) Any subdiagonal block of Q contains at most one position.
(b) The pattern-digraph of the block structure of Q has no alternate path to a single
arc.
We examine the class of block-lower-triangular patterns whose blocks have the
properties required by the preceding result.
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Theorem 2.5. Let Q be a pattern. Let G be its mardigraph. Let OQ be a pattern
permutation similar to Q and block-lower-triangular with each diagonal block irre-
ducible. The following are equivalent:
(1) Q has inverse M-completion,
(2) G is path-clique and each strongly connected induced submardigraph of G has
inverse M-completion,
(3) OQ and its triangular block structure have the following properties:
(i) each diagonal block of OQ has inverse M-completion,
(ii) each subdiagonal block of OQ contains at most one position,
(iii) the pattern-digraph of the block structure of OQ has no alternate path to a
single arc.
Proof. .1/) .2/: Follows from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 1.4.
.2/) .3/: Condition (i) is part of (2), since a maximal strongly connected sub-
mardigraph of G corresponds to a maximal irreducible principal subpattern of Q,
which is a diagonal block of OQ. Since the mardigraph OG of OQ is obtained from G by
renaming the vertices, OG is path-clique, and so conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from
Lemma 2.4.
.3/) .1/: Note that Q has inverse M-completion if and only if OQ does. So with-
out loss of generality we assume that Q is block-lower-triangular with each diagonal
block irreducible. We abuse the notation (cf. [5, 1.17]) to write Q as
2
666664
Q11 ?    ?
Q21 Q22    ?
:::
:::
:::
QK−11 QK−12    ?
QK1 QK2    QKK
3
777775
:
Let
B D
2
666664
B11 ?    ?
B21 B22    ?
:::
:::
:::
BK−11 BK−12    ?
BK1 BK2    BKK
3
777775
be a partial inverse M-matrix specifying Q (organized by the same block structure).
Let C be the partial matrix whose entries in off-diagonal blocks are the same as
those of B and whose diagonal blocks CII are the result of completing the irreducible
diagonal blocks BII to inverse M-matrices by (i). Ref. [5, 3.6] applies to the pattern
C specifies. So C, and hence B, can be completed to an inverse M-matrix. 
Let G be a mardigraph. Since each strongly connected submardigraph and each
alternate path to an arc (together with the arc) must lie in a single component, if the
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components of G have inverse M-completion, then 2.5 (2) holds and G has inverse
M-completion.
Theorem 2.5 reduces the problem of determining which patterns (mardigraphs)
have inverse M-completion to that of determining which irreducible patterns (strong-
ly connected mardigraphs) have inverse M-completion.
3. Cycles and strongly connected digraphs
We will now show that in a mardigraph having inverse M-completion the induced
submardigraph of a cycle need not be a clique if the cycle has an unspecified vertex.
This differs from the case of an S-pattern [5].
Let G be a mardigraph with a cycle C and let B be a partial matrix specifying G.
The gain on cycle C in B is the product of the entries in positions corresponding to
the arcs in the cycle.
Lemma 3.1. Let
A D
2
66666664
1 −b1 0    0 0
0 1 −b2    0 0
              
0 0 0    1 −bn−1
−bn 0 0    0 1
3
77777775
:
Then det A D 1− ; where  D b1b2    bn−1bn; and if det A =D 0;
A−1 D 1
det A
2
66666664
1 b1 b1b2    b1b2    bn−1
b2b3    bn 1 b2    b2    bn−1
              
bn−1bn bn−1bnb1 bn−1bnb1b2    bn−1
bn bnb1 bnb1b2    1
3
77777775
:
Proof. Compute det A by expanding about the first column. Let N D I − A and
C D I CN CN2 C    CNn−1. Since Nn D I; .I −N/C D .1− /I , so A−1 D
.I − N/−1 D 1=.1− /C. 
It will be convenient to refer to the “product” of a diagonal matrix and a partial
matrix: If D D Diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ and B is an n n partial matrix, then DB is a
partial matrix specifying the same pattern as B, with .DB/ij D dibij whenever bij
is specified.
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Theorem 3.2. For n > 3; the partial matrix
B D
2
66664
d1 b1 ?    ? ?
? d2 b2    ? ?
              
? ? ? : : : dn−1 bn−1
bn ? ?    ? dn
3
77775
can be completed to an inverse M-matrix if and only if b1b2    bn−1bn < d1d2    dn
and all di > 0; bi > 0:
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that the gain on any cycle of an inverse
M-matrix must be less than the product of the corresponding diagonal entries (see,
e.g. [12] and [5, 2.6]), and the fact that any inverse M-matrix is nonnegative with
positive diagonal [7, p. 114].
For the converse, assume b1b2    bn−1bn < d1d2    dn and all di > 0, bi > 0.
Let D D Diag.d1; d2; : : : ; dn/ and B 0 D D−1B. Let A D Taij U satisfy aij D 1 if i D
j , aij D −b0ij if b0ij is defined and i =D j , and aij D 0 otherwise. Then by Lemma 3.1,
det A D 1− b012b023    b0n−1nb0n1 D 1− .b1=d1/    .bn=dn/ > 0, and (det A) A−1 is
an inverse M-matrix that completes B 0. Since B D DB 0, the matrix C D
D..det A/A−1/ completes B, and as a positive diagonal multiple of an inverse M-
matrix, C is an inverse M-matrix [8]. 
Corollary 3.3. A mardigraph G that is an n-cycle has inverse M-completion if and
only if at least one vertex of G is unspecified or n D 2 and G is a clique.
Proof. Were all vertices of G specified and n > 3, then [5, 2.7] would show G lacks
inverse M-completion.
For the converse, if n D 2 and G is a clique, then G has inverse M-completion
trivially. If G has an unspecified vertex, let B D Tbij U specify G. For those unspecified
vertices i of G, pick bii such that b11    bnn exceeds the gain on the cycle, rename
the vertices if necessary, and apply Theorem 3.2. 
Definition 3.4. A cycle C (in a digraph or mardigraph G) is called simple if hCi D C,
i.e., n D 2, or G does not contain any chord of the cycle and G does not contain the
opposite of any arc of the cycle.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a path-clique mardigraph. Then any cycle C of G is simple
or hCi is a clique.
Proof. If C is not simple, then n > 3, and
(1) G contains a chord of C or
(2) G contains the opposite of an arc in C.
In case (1), part of C is an alternate path to the chord. Since G is path-clique,
the submardigraph induced by the alternate path is a clique. Thus, G contains the
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Fig. 3. A cyclic double triangle.
opposites of the arcs in the alternate path (which is part of C). So case (2)
obtains.
Now C provides an alternate path to its opposite arc. Since G is path-clique, hCi
is a clique. 
Corollary 3.6. If C is a cycle of a mardigraph having inverse M-completion, then
hCi is a clique or it equals C and has an unspecified vertex.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, G is path-clique. By Lemma 3.5, hCi is a clique or equals
C. hCi inherits inverse M-completion from G (Lemma 1.4). So hCi is a clique or has
unspecified vertex by Corollary 3.3. 
Now we shall study a class of mardigraphs which we call “cyclic double tri-
angles”. See Fig. 3. Some have inverse M-completion and show that mardigraphs
having inverse M-completion cannot be characterized in terms of the mardigraphs
we have considered so far.
Definition 3.7. A mardigraph with vertex set fx; y; z;wg and arc set f.z; x/;
.x; y/; .y; z/; .z;w/; .w; y/g is called a cyclic double triangle (regardless of how
the vertices are marked).
Lemma 3.8. The partial matrix
B D
2
664
? a ? ?
? 1 b ?
c ? 1 d
? e ? ?
3
775 ;
with all a; b; c; d; e > 0; can be completed to an inverse M-matrix.
Proof. The matrix
C D
2
664
2abc a ab abd
bc 1 b bd
c 23b 1 d
bce e be 2bde
3
775 ;
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which completes B, is an inverse M-matrix, because
C−1 D
2
66664
1
abc
−1
bc
0 0
0 3 −3b 0
−1
ab
0 3 −1
be
0 −1
bd
0 1
bde
3
77775
: 
Theorem 3.9. The cyclic double triangle G shown in Fig. 3 has inverse M-comple-
tion.
Proof. Let B be a partial inverse M-matrix specifying G. The entries of B are
b12; b22; b23; b31; b33; b34, and b42.
Suppose first that b12; b23; b31; b34, and b42 are all nonzero.
Let D D Diag.1; b22; b33; 1/ and let B 0 D D−1B. By Lemma 3.8, there is an in-
verse M-matrix C0 that completes B 0. Since B D DB 0, C D DC0 completes B, and
C is an inverse M-matrix [8].
Suppose b12 D 0. By Corollary 3.3, the 3 3 partial matrix2
4
b22 b23 ?
? b33 b34
b42 ? ?
3
5
can be completed to an inverse M-matrix C22. Then for c11 > 0, the block lower
triangular partial inverse M-matrix
C D
2
6664
c11 0 0 0
?
b31 C22
?
3
7775
can be completed by following [5, 3.6], since the unspecified block above the diago-
nal is set to 0.
If b23 D 0; assign c11 and c44 any positive values. The partial matrix
C D
2
664
c11 b12 ? ?
? b22 0 ?
b31 ? b33 b34
? b42 ? c44
3
775
is permutation similar to the lower triangular partial matrix
C0 D
2
664
b22 ? ? 0
b12 c11 ? ?
b42 ? c44 ?
? b31 b34 b33
3
775 :
Then C0 can be completed to an inverse M-matrix by the method used in [5, 3.6], so
that B can be completed to an inverse M-matrix.
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The case b31 D 0 is similar to b12 D 0; working with a block upper triangular
matrix instead of block lower triangular. The cases b34 D 0; b42 D 0 are similar, but
the 3 3 principal submatrix that is completed first (analogous to C22) is determined
by 1, 2, and 3 instead of 2, 3, and 4. 
To determine which cyclic double triangles have inverse M-completion, we need
two more computations.
Lemma 3.10. The partial matrix
B D
2
664
1 b c ?
? 1 ? d
? ? 1 e
a ? ? ?
3
775 ;
with bd D ce and all a; b; c; d; e > 0; can be completed to an inverse M-matrix.
Proof. The matrix
C D
2
6664
1 b c ce
d
c.dCe/ 1
d
e
d
e
c.dCe/
e2
d2Cde 1 e
a ab ac ac.d C e/
3
7775 ;
which completes B, is an inverse M-matrix, because
C−1 D
2
66664
dCe
d
− b.dCe/
d
0 0
0 dCe
d
− dCe
e
0
0 0 dCe
e
− 1
ab
− 1
cd
0 0 1
acd
3
77775
: 
Lemma 3.11. The matrix
B D
2
664
1 b c ?
? 1 ? d
? ? 1 e
a ? ? ?
3
775 ;
with bd < ce and all a; b; c; d; e > 0; can be completed to an inverse M-matrix.
Proof. The matrix
C D
2
6664
1 b c ce
d
ce
1 d
e
d
bd
c2e
b2d
c2e
1 e
a ab ac ac
2e2
bd
3
7775 ;
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which completes B, is an inverse M-matrix, because
C−1 D 1
ce− bd
2
66664
ceC bd −bce −c2e 0
−d ce 0 0
0 0 ce − bd
ac
− bd
ce
0 0 bd
ace
3
77775
: 
Theorem 3.12. The cyclic double triangle having pattern Q D f.1; 1/; .1; 2/; .1; 3/;
.2; 2/; .2; 4/; .3; 3/; .3; 4/; .4; 1/g has inverse M-completion.
Proof. Let
B D
2
664
b11 b12 b13 ?
? b22 ? b24
? ? b33 b34
b41 ? ? ?
3
775
be a partial matrix specifying Q.
Suppose first that b41; b12; b13; b24, and b34 are all nonzero.
Let D D Diag.b11; b22; b33; 1/ and let B 0 D D−1B. If b012b024 D b013b034. Then by
Lemma 3.10 there is an inverse M-matrix C0 that completes B 0. If b012b024 < b013b034,
then by Lemma 3.11, there is an inverse M-matrix C0 that completes B 0. If b012b024 >
b013b034, then let B 00 D PB 0P , where P is the permutation matrix that interchanges 2
and 3. By Lemma 3.11, there is an inverse M-matrix C00 that completes B 00, and so
C0 D PC00P is an inverse M-matrix that completes B 0. Since B D DB 0; C D DC0
completes B, and C is an inverse M-matrix [8].
The proof of the cases in which one or more of the specified off-diagonal entries is
zero is similar to the proof of these cases in Theorem 3.9. The case b41 D 0 is similar
to b23 D 0 in Theorem 3.9. The remaining cases are similar to b12 D 0 in Theorem
3.9 (for b12 D 0 and b24 D 0, complete the partial principal submatrix determined
by 1, 3, and 4; for b13 D 0 and b34 D 0, complete the partial principal submatrix
determined by 1, 2, and 4, and permute to obtain partial triangular matrices). 
Lemma 3.13. Let G0 be derived from the mardigraph G by despecifying (changing
an S to a U) one or more vertices i such that G does not contain both .i; j/ and .j; i/
for any j. If G has inverse M-completion, then so does G0.
Proof. A partial inverse M-matrix B 0 specifying G0 can be extended to a partial
matrix specifying G by assigning any positive value to diagonal entries correspond-
ing to despecified vertices. Since no additional principal submatrices of size >1 are
completed, B is a partial inverse M-matrix. The inverse M-matrix that completes B
also completes B 0. 
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Fig. 4. Cyclic double triangles having inverse M-completion.
Fig. 5. Cyclic double triangles that do not have inverse M-completion.
Theorem 3.14. A cyclic double triangle has inverse M-completion if and only if it
appears as in Fig. 4, i.e., if and only if each cycle contains an unspecified vertex.
Proof. Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 3.13 show any mardigraph represented by (a) in
Fig. 4 (number the vertices as in Fig. 3) has inverse M-completion. Theorem 3.12 and
Lemma 3.13 show any mardigraph represented by (b) in Fig. 4 (number the vertices
left D 1; top D 2; bottom D 3; right D 4) has inverse M-completion. By use of the
transpose, it is clear that when the directions of all arcs are reversed in a mardigraph
it does not affect whether the mardigraph has an inverse M-completion. Thus any
mardigraph represented by (c) in Fig. 4, which results from the second by reversing
arcs and flipping left to right, has inverse M-completion.
Any cyclic double triangle represented by the diagram in Fig. 5 does not have
inverse M-completion, because it contains a 3-cycle with all its vertices specified.
All cyclic double triangles can be described by one of the diagrams in Figs. 4 or
5, because a cyclic double triangle with no unspecified vertices fits the diagram in
Fig. 5, a cyclic double triangle with exactly one unspecified vertex fits (b) or (c) in
Fig. 4 or the diagram in Fig. 5 (possibly by flipping vertically), and a cyclic double
triangle with two or more unspecified vertices fits one of the diagrams in Fig. 4. 
4. X-trees and classification of 4  4 patterns
In this section, we examine the idea of building new mardigraphs from smaller
mardigraphs by “adding” one mardigraph at a time, so that if the smaller mardi-
graphs have inverse M-completion the new one we construct will also. The process
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of “adding” is described in the next definition (which is modeled on definitions
in [1]).
Definition 4.1. If G D .V .G/;E.G// and H D .V .H/;E.H// are mardigraphs
with disjoint vertex sets, then the union of G and H, written G [H , is the mardigraph
that has vertex set V .G/ [ V .H/ and arc set E.G/ [ E.H/. If u and v are nonad-
jacent identically marked vertices of a mardigraph F, the mardigraph F V u D v ob-
tained by identifying u and v has vertex set V .F V u D v/ D V .F/− fvg and arc set
E.F V u D v/ D f.x; y/ j .x; y/ 2 E.F/ and x =D v and y =D vg [ f.u;w/ j .v;w/ 2
E.F/g [ f.w; u/ j .w; v/ 2 E.F/g. If G and H are disjoint mardigraphs with g and h
identically marked vertices of G and H, respectively, then the natural copy of H in
G [H V g D h is the submardigraph of G [H V g D h induced by .V .H/− fhg/ [
fgg (and G is the natural copy of G in G [H V g D h).
Let X be a set mardigraphs. For connected disjoint mardigraphs H1; : : : ; Hp in
X, define mardigraphs G1; : : : ;Gp inductively as follows: G1 D H1. Once Gk has
been constructed, construct GkC1 from Gk and HkC1, by forming Gk [HkC1 and
identifying one vertex of Gk with one identically marked vertex of HkC1. Then Gp
is called an X-tree, or more specifically, an X-tree constructed from H1; : : : ; Hp. If
X is the set of cliques, an X-tree is called a clique-tree.
Lemma 4.2.
(a) The submardigraph induced by a semicycle of an X-tree constructed from
H1; : : : ; Hp is contained in the natural copy of some Hk.
(b) If X contains all mardigraphs of order 62, then any connected mardigraph G
that does not contain any semicycles of length >3 is an X-tree.
Proof. (a) By induction on p. The result is clearly true for p D 1. Assume that
it is true for p − 1, and let  be a semicycle of the X-tree Gp constructed from
H1; : : : ; Hp. In the construction of Gp, the natural copy of Hp and Gp−1 have only
one vertex in common. Since a semicycle is closed and has no repeated vertices
(except first and last), hi must be contained in the natural copy of Hp or in Gp−1. If
hi is contained in Gp−1, then hi is contained in the natural copy of some Hk .k 6
p − 1/ by induction.
(b) By induction on the order of G. If the order of G is 62, then G is in X,
and hence is an X-tree. Assume that it is true for all mardigraphs of order less than
the order of G. Since G has no semicycles of length >3, the underlying graph of
G has no cycles and is therefore a tree. Any tree has a vertex v of degree 1 [1].
Since G is connected, v is adjacent to some vertex u of G− v, and v is not adja-
cent to any other vertex of G− v, because the degree of v in the underlying graph
is 1. G− v has no semicycles of length >3. So G− v is an X-tree by induction,
and G can be constructed from G− v and a mardigraph of order 2 (single arc or
2-cycle). 
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Theorem 4.3. If every mardigraph in X has inverse M-completion, then so does
every X-tree.
Proof. Let the partial inverse M-matrix B specify the X-tree Gp constructed from
H1; : : : ; Hp in X. Note that the natural copy of Hk in Gp has inverse M-completion
because Hk is assumed to. Complete (as inverse M-matrices) the principal submatri-
ces of B corresponding to the natural copies of the Hk .
If vertex i is unspecified, then the process of completing different principal
submatrices that include the .i; i/-position may result in assigning several different
values to bii . Choose the largest of these. Using this value results in a principal
submatrix that can be obtained from the previously determined one by adding to
it a nonnegative diagonal matrix, and thus the result is still an inverse M-matrix
[8]. The result B 0 specifies the clique-tree G0 constructed from the cliques on the
vertices of each Hk , and so by Lemma 4.2(a), any semicycle of G0 is contained in
a clique. Thus, the induced submardigraph of any semicycle G0 is a clique, and G0
is symmetric with all vertices specified. Therefore G0 is block-clique. So, by [10],
B 0 can be completed to an inverse M-matrix, and any completion of B 0 also
completes B. 
Definition 4.4. Define D to be the set of the following mardigraphs: all mardigraphs
of order 62, all cliques, all cycles with at least one unspecified vertex, and the cyclic
double triangles in which every cycle contains at least one unspecified vertex (shown
in Fig. 4).
Corollary 4.5.
(a) Every D-tree has inverse M-completion.
(b) Any connected mardigraph G that does not contain any semicycles of length >3
is a D-tree.
Proof. (a) Any partial matrix specifying a single arc is a partial triangular 2 2 ma-
trix, and therefore has inverse M-completion, as does any clique, trivially. Therefore
every mardigraph in D has inverse M-completion, by Corollary 3.3 and Theorem
3.14. The result follows from Theorem 4.3.
(b) Lemma 4.2(b) applies. 
Every D-tree constructed without using single arcs is strongly connected. Thus
Corollary 4.5 allows the construction of a large collection of strongly connected
mardigraphs that have inverse M-completion.
Example 4.6. The mardigraph shown in Fig. 6 is strongly connected and has in-
verse M-completion (the dotted lines indicate the natural copies of the mardigraphs
H1; : : : ; H10 used in the construction).
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Fig. 6. A strongly connected D-tree.
Fig. 7. Not a D-tree.
The concept of a D-tree is quite useful for strongly connected mardigraphs, but
considerably less so in general. For example, the mardigraph shown in Fig. 7 has
inverse M-completion (by Theorem 2.5), but this mardigraph is not a D-tree, because
it is a semicycle and is not in D.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a mardigraph. If G is strongly connected, path-clique and
does not contain any cycles of length >3, then G is a D-tree.
Proof. If G contains arc .i; j/, then G must also contain a path from j to i. If the
path were longer than the single arc .j; i/, then G would contain a cycle of length >3
(the path and .i; j/). So G must contain .j; i/. Thus G is symmetric. Then G does
not contain a semicycle of length >3, because if G contained such a semicycle, G
would also contain the cycle on those vertices. Since G is strongly connected, it is
connected. So G is a D-tree. 
We now have the theoretical basis to determine whether a pattern for 4 4 ma-
trices has inverse M-completion. Much of the analysis is not restricted to 4 4 pat-
terns, and leads to a conjecture about the graph theoretic characterization of patterns
with inverse M-completion.
Definition 4.8. We partition the digraphs of order 4 into NPC, the non-path-clique
ones, PC2, the path-clique ones that contain no cycle of length >3, and PC3, the
rest.
In [4, Appendix 2] each isomorphism class of digraphs of order 4 is presented
according to q, the number of arcs, and n, its position in the listing of the classes
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Fig. 8. The path-clique digraphs of order 4 that contain a cycle of length >3.
representing digraphs with q arcs. n is absent when there is only one class in the list.
An examination of these diagrams establishes the next lemma.
Lemma 4.9. With the notation from [4], NPC is the set of digraphs with diagrams
labeled qD3; nD13I qD4; n D 13; 14; 15; 17; 21; 22; 23; 25; 26; 27Iq D 5; n D
6{24; 26{34; 36; 37; 38I q D 6; n D 4{48I q D 7; n D 1; 2; 3; 6{38I q D 8; n D
2{27I q D 9; allI q D 10; allI q D 11:
PC2 is the set of digraphs with diagrams labeled q D 0I q D 1I q D 2; allI
q D 3; n D 1{11I q D 4; n D 1{12; 18; 19I q D 5; n D 1− 5I q D 6; n D 1; 3:
PC3 is the set of digraphs with diagrams labeled q D 3; n D 12I q D 4; nD 16;
20; 24I q D 5; n D 25; 35I q D 6; n D 2I q D 7; n D 4; 5I q D 8; nD1I qD12:
PC3 is shown in Fig. 8.
Lemma 4.10. Let G be a mardigraph of order 4 and let QG be its unmarked digraph.
If G is path-clique, every simple cycle of G contains an unspecified vertex, and if QG
is in PC3, then each component of G is a D-tree.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, every cycle of G is simple or its induced submardigraph is a
clique. If QG is one of the first five diagrams in Fig. 8, then the cycle is simple and is
assumed to contain an unspecified vertex. So the cycle is in D, and each component
of G is a D-tree. If QG is the sixth diagram, then G is a cyclic double triangle in which
each cycle has an unspecified vertex, and so G is in D. If QG is one of the last five
diagrams, then the induced subdigraph of any cycle is a clique (and therefore in D).
So each component of G is a D-tree. 
Theorem 4.11. Let G be a mardigraph of order 4. The following statements are
equivalent:
(1) G has inverse M-completion.
(2) G is path-clique and every simple cycle of G contains an unspecified vertex.
(3) Each component of G is a D-tree or is path-clique with no cycles oflength >3.
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Fig. 9. A strongly connected mardigraph with inverse M-completion that is not a D-tree and has a 3-cycle.
Proof. Let QG be the unmarked digraph of G.
.1/) .2/: This follows from Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 3.6.
.3/) .1/: If the component H of G is a D-tree, then H has inverse M-completion
by Corollary 4.5. If H is path-clique and has no cycles of length >3, then any strongly
connected induced submardigraph is a D-tree by Lemma 4.7, and so has inverse M-
completion by Corollary 4.5. Therefore, H has inverse M-completion by Theorem
2.5. Since each component of G has inverse M-completion, so does G (cf. the remark
following Theorem 2.5).
.2/) .3/: Since G is path-clique, QG is in PC2 or PC3. If QG is in PC3, then by
Lemma 4.10, each component of G is a D-tree and (3) is true. If QG is in PC2, QG has
no cycles of length >3, and so (3) is true. 
Our proof shows that .3/) .1/) .2/ is valid for all n. The example of Fig. 9
shows that .1/) .3/ is not valid for n > 4.
Theorem 4.12. The pattern fQ D .1; 2/; .2; 2/; .2; 3/; .3; 1/; .3; 3/; .3; 4/; .4; 5/;
.5; 2/; .5; 5/g is irreducible and has inverse M-completion. The mardigraph of Q is
not a D-tree.
Proof. Let G be the mardigraph of Q. The semicycle 3! 4! 5! 2 1 3
shows that if G were a D-tree, G itself would be in D (Lemma 4.2a). G is not in D,
because the order of G > 2 and G is not a clique, not a cycle, and not a cyclic double
triangle. Since G is strongly connected, Q is irreducible. Let B be a partial inverse
M-matrix specifying Q.
Suppose first that b12; b23; b31; b34; b45 and b52 are all nonzero. Let
D D Diag.1; b22; b33; 1; b55/ and let B 0 D D−1B. Then
B 0 D
2
66664
? a ? ? ?
? 1 b ? ?
c ? 1 d ?
? ? ? ? e
? f ? ? 1
3
77775
:
Let
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C0 D
2
66666664
2abc a ab abd a2f
bc 1 b bd 12f
c 23b 1 d
1
2bf
bcef ef bef 2bdef e
bcf f bf bdf 1
3
77777775
:
C0 completes B 0, and C0 is an inverse M-matrix, because
C0−1 D
2
66666664
1
abc
−1
bc
0 0 0
0 3 −3b 0 0
−1
ab
0 3 −1
bef
0
0 0 0 1
bdef
−1
bdf
0 −2f 0 0 2
3
77777775
:
Since B D DB 0, C D DC0 completes B, and C is an inverse M-matrix [8].
The proof of cases in which one or more of the specified off-diagonal entries is
zero is similar to the proof of these cases in Theorem 3.9. Case b23 D 0 is similar
to case b23 D 0 in Theorem 3.9. Cases b12 D 0 and b31 D 0 involve first complet-
ing the principal submatrix determined by 2, 3, 4, and 5, and cases b34 D 0; b45 D
0; and b52 D 0 involve first completing the principal submatrix determined by 1, 2,
and 3. 
A cyclic double triangle and the mardigraph in Fig. 9 may each be constructed
from two smaller mardigraphs that have inverse M-completion by “identifying” one
arc of each. However, the next example shows that, unlike vertex identification, this
is not a general method for producing new mardigraphs with inverse M-completion
from old.
Example 4.13. The mardigraph shown in Fig. 10 does not have inverse M-comple-
tion by Theorem 2.3, because .1; 2/, .2; 4/, .4; 5/, .5; 3/ is an alternate path to .1; 3/,
and the mardigraph is not a clique.
Fig. 10. A mardigraph constructed by identifying arcs that does not have inverse M-completion.
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5. Conclusion
We have shown that if mardigraph G has inverse M-completion, then G is path-
clique, for any cycle in G the induced submardigraph of the cycle is a clique or the
cycle is simple, and every simple cycle contains an unspecified vertex. Furthermore,
G’s having inverse M-completion is equivalent to G’s being path-clique and each
strongly connected submardigraph having inverse M-completion.
But which strongly connected mardigraphs have inverse M-completion? Perhaps
those that are path-clique with every simple cycle containing an unspecified vertex.
The answer is yes for patterns of 4 4 matrices (Theorem 4.11). We conjecture that
this is true in general.
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